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(54) A Micro-architecture System and Method for ray tracing and collision detection

(57) The invention hardware system for performing
a plurality of calculations on at least one object in an area,
said system comprising means for performing ray tracing
to determine rays of light that intersect with at least one
object to calculate one or more intersections; and means
for performing collision detection comprising a collision
detection unit adapted to receive inputs from the at least
two intersections and the ray used to intersect to check

for potential collisions between the objects. The invention
allows for full ray tracing, including shading, and collision
detection for triangle meshes, both rigid and deformable,
to be performed using the same hardware device. The
invention provides a single hardware architecture that is
suitable for performing both operations, that allows hard-
ware acceleration for both algorithms, while preserving
resources by sharing the same logic between both algo-
rithms.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to ray tracing. In particular the invention relates to ray tracing and collision detection for
use in the generation of computer graphics.

Background to the Invention

[0002] Ray tracing is a highly realistic method of generating computer graphics. It involves the direct simulation of
light in order to generate images of an environment. However, due to its simulation approach, it is computationally
expensive, and can be quite sluggish if implemented inefficiently, even on today’s commodity hardware.
[0003] Ray tracing has been employed in dynamic environments, such as rigid body simulations. The realistic results
afforded by ray tracing often make it the rendering algorithm of choice in such systems. Physical simulations attempt to
model the physical behaviour of objects as they interact and collide with each other in a scene. These techniques are
of paramount importance in many engineering simulations, virtual reality systems, robotics simulations, video games
and computer aided design and manufacturing. As with ray tracing, the physical simulation problem often has high
computational demands. Dedicated hardware has been used to accelerate each of these algorithms with great success.
Furthermore, it has recently been shown that the rigid body and deformable physics simulation problem can be refor-
mulated as a ray tracing problem, and therefore can be solved by very similar means. However a further problem with
this approach is that it is computationally difficult to implement effectively.
[0004] Recursive ray tracing, which is the form most commonly used today for rendering purposes, was first disclosed
by Turner Whitted, ’An improved illumination model for shaded display, Communications of the ACM, v.23 n.6, p.343-349,
June 1980’. In principle, the recursive ray tracing algorithm is very simple, yet can produce astonishingly realistic results.
This is due to the physically correct simulation of light as it travels through a scene.
[0005] The algorithm begins by tracing a ray of light through each pixel in the image plane, and finding the closest
intersection along that ray with an object. Rays originating from the image plane are termed primary rays. When the
closest intersection has been found, the colour at that point in space is determined. This is accomplished by casting
further rays towards each of the light sources to determine if these are visible from this point. These rays are termed
shadow rays. If a shadow ray does not find an intersection closer than its corresponding light source, it is determined
that the light source is visible from this point and its contribution to the intensity at that point is taken into account.
[0006] Ray traced images are perhaps best known for their realistic reproduction of secondary effects such as reflection
and refraction. To this end, when an intersection is found it is possible to cast further rays to determine if any reflection
or refraction effects are occurring at this point. These rays are termed secondary rays, to distinguish them from primary
rays. These rays are cast in the direction that light would be reflecting or refracting from this point. These rays are then
traced through the scene, and the first object intersected by them represents the object that is reflected or refracted by
the original surface. The shading at these points then contributes to the overall colour of the pixel. Upon intersection of
a secondary ray, further secondary rays may be cast recursively through the scene, all contributing to the final pixel
colour, hence the term ’recursive ray tracing’. Of course, this bouncing of light can continue for many more bounces,
with each bounce contributing to the pixel colour.
[0007] The principal task in any ray tracer is to determine which rays of light intersect with which objects, and which
objects those rays of light strike first. A naive approach to this problem sees every ray of light being tested against every
single object in a scene (or more accurately, each polygon of each object), even if a ray path comes nowhere close to
some objects. This can obviously lead to very poor performance, as typically one is dealing with several million rays of
light and several million polygons. To convey some sense of spatial locality of a scene, such that rays need only check
objects which are close enough to it to be likely intersection candidates, acceleration data structures are usually built.
To explain the concept of these more clearly, take a popular example of such a structure, a kd-tree. A kd-tree is a
structure that recursively subdivides space by means of axis aligned planes. When a region is subdivided, the sub-
regions of space are further subdivided recursively until some kind of termination criterion is met; for example, until only
one polygon remains in each sub-space. As each sub-space is subdivided further, the axis aligned plane by which it is
subdivided is alternated. That is, the region is first subdivided along the x-axis, then the y-axis, then the z-axis and cycle
begins anew starting back with the x axis. Figure 1 shows an example of this. The original region is represented by the
square box. The region is first subdivided by the plane marked ’1’. The sub-regions created by this split are then further
subdivided by planes 2 and 3. Again, these regions are further sub-divided until only one polygon remains in each sub-
region. Building this structure results in the tree shown on the right. The numbers inside the circles directly correspond
to each splitting plane, while the green circles identify the leaf nodes (final sub-regions of the tree after splitting has
terminated). These leaf nodes store a pointer to the polygons in that region.
[0008] Once the structure is built it can be searched for candidate polygons, without the need to check every single
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polygon in the scene. This reduces the search from a linear to a logarithmic complexity in the number of triangles.
[0009] The procedure of searching the tree is known as traversal. The search is started at the root node of the tree
and determines which nodes to visit next based on the direction of the ray and the location of the sub-trees. As it is a
binary split at each stage, there are three possibilities: the ray can go into the left sub-tree, the right sub-tree, or both.
In the case of both, the sub-region is placed farthest away from the ray on a ray stack, where it can be stored for later
investigation if the nearest sub-tree does not yield an intersection. Note that the nearest can be the left or right sub-
trees, depending on the direction and origin of the ray.
[0010] Ray Tracing is primarily associated with rendering. However, the casting of rays through a 3D world is also
useful to other algorithms. In a published paper by ’Everton Hermann, François Faure, Bruno Raffin, Ray-Traced Collision
Detection for Deformable Bodies, In 3rd International Conference on Computer Graphics Theory and Applications,
GRAPP 2008. Funchal, Madeira, Portugal, January 2008’, a technique is described for deformable and rigid body collision
detection using ray casting. Rigid bodies refer to those objects whose shape does not change, whereas deformable
bodies may undergo alterations in their dimensions (e.g. cloth). The rigid body and deformable collision problem essen-
tially involves detecting when two objects come into contact with each other. The resolution of this problem is of great
use in many applications such as computer aided design and robotic simulations. If collisions were not accounted for,
objects would unrealistically pass through each other rather than colliding and interacting. The technique begins with
two potentially colliding bodies. Typically, a broad phase algorithm is used to determine pairs of objects which have a
significant probability of intersection. The remaining phase, the narrow phase, determines exact collision points.
[0011] Proposed hardware solutions have attempted to overcome these problems. With the respect to ray tracing, a
number of hardware implementations are known. A known architecture presents collision detection hardware that allows
a variety of primitive intersections to be calculated is disclosed in Hardware-Accelerated Ray-Triangle Intersection Testing
for High-Performance Collision Detection, Sung-Soo Kim, Seung-Woo Nam, Do-Hyung Kim and In-Ho Lee. The 15th
International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and Computer Vision’ 2007. Among
these, the paper focuses on ray/triangle intersections and gives ray tracing as an example. However, it does not perform
a full ray trace as it cannot render images, and merely performs ray/triangle intersections. Furthermore, it does not
perform full rigid body or deformable collision detection. US Patent Publication number US2008/0129734 A1 details a
similar system for ray/triangle intersections. Again, it does not represent a full ray tracer.
[0012] Many applications require the combination of rendering and physical simulation. An obvious example is video
games; but any application requiring visualization of a physical simulation is applicable. Both problems are essentially
the same: the need to trace rays through space and determine intersections with any objects.
[0013] There is therefore a need in the industry to provide a system, method and architecture to overcome the above
mentioned problems.

Summary of the Invention

[0014] According to the invention there is provided, as set out in the appended claims, a hardware system for performing
a plurality of calculations on at least one object in an area, said system comprising:

means for performing ray tracing to determine rays of light that intersect with at least one object to calculate one or
more intersections; and
means for performing collision detection comprising a collision detection unit adapted to receive inputs from the at
least two intersections and the ray used to intersect to check for potential collisions between the objects.

[0015] The invention allows for fully ray tracing, including shading, and collision detection for triangle meshes, both
rigid and deformable, to be performed using the same hardware device. It is intended to provide a full image rendering
capability. One of the advantages of the present invention is that it saves a large amount of resources on chip, which
may be used for other functions or to accelerate performance further. The invention provides a single hardware archi-
tecture that is suitable for performing both operations, that allows hardware acceleration for both algorithms, while
preserving resources by sharing the same logic between both algorithms.
[0016] In one embodiment inputs to the collision detection unit comprises two intersections, one intersection for each
object, such that the angle between the normal vectors and distance along the ray of each intersection is calculated and
a decision is made to determine whether a collision has occurred.
[0017] In one embodiment there is provided two intersection units wherein the two units perform both intersection
calculations in parallel, and inputs the intersections to the single collision detection unit.
[0018] In one embodiment there is provided a traversal unit coupled with a cache memory, said cache memory allows
frequently visited nodes to be stored locally to provide faster memory access times.
[0019] In one embodiment the intersection unit comprises means for determining any intersections between a tree
leaf node’s triangles and a particular ray.
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[0020] In one embodiment a weight ω is associated with each ray, said weights are propagated down the tree by
successive multiplications such that each ray is added successively to a pixel accumulator until all rays have been
processed.
[0021] In one embodiment there is provided a rendering means, for example a shading unit.
[0022] In one embodiment there is provided means to keep track of a plurality of rays at each intersection by generating
a ray stack.
[0023] In one embodiment there is provided means for generating secondary and shadow rays and storing in said ray
stack. In one embodiment said means comprises detecting a ray at a shading stage, such that further rays are placed
onto the stack, until no more rays are present on the stack, so that the final pixel colour can be determined.
[0024] In a further embodiment there is provided a method for performing a plurality of calculations on at least one
object in an area in a system, said method comprising the steps of:

performing ray tracing to determine rays of light that intersect with at least one object to calculate one or more
intersections; and
performing collision detection comprising a collision detection unit adapted to receive inputs from at least two inter-
sections and the determined rays used to intersect to check for potential collisions between different objects.

[0025] In one embodiment the inputs to the collision detection unit comprises two intersections, one intersection for
each object, such that the angle between the normal vectors and distance along the ray of each intersection is calculated
and a decision is made to determine whether a collision has occurred.
[0026] In one embodiment the method comprises using two intersection units to carry out the steps of performing both
intersection calculations in parallel, and inputting the intersections to the single collision detection unit.
[0027] In one embodiment there is provided the step of coupling a traversal unit with a cache memory, said cache
memory allows frequently visited nodes to be stored locally to provide faster memory access times.
[0028] There is also provided a computer program comprising program instructions for causing a computer program
to carry out the above method which may be embodied on a record medium, carrier signal or read-only memory.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0029] The invention will be more clearly understood from the following description of an embodiment thereof, given
by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a prior art kd-tree that recursively subdivides space by means of axis aligned planes;

Figure 2 illustrates a top level system architecture according to the invention;

Figure 3 illustrates a register transfer level diagram of the ray generation hardware shown in Figure 2;

Figure 4 illustrates a detailed diagram of the traversal decision logic of the ray traversal hardware shown in Figure 2;

Figure 5 illustrates the ray intersection hardware shown in Figure 2;

Figure 6 shows an example stack entry for a reflection ray;

Figure 7 illustrates a detailed diagram of the shading unit shown in Figure 2; and

Figure 8 illustrates a detailed diagram architecture of the collision hardware shown in Figure 2.

Detailed Description of the Drawings

[0030] Figure 2 illustrates a top level block diagram architecture according to the invention, indicated generally by the
reference numeral 1.The system architecture consists of a number of distinct units. A ray generation unit 2 produces a
ray, which is then fed into a traversal unit 3. The ray is traversed with the acceleration data structure until a leaf node is
found. The tree itself is stored in main memory. Once a candidate leaf node is found, the ray and the leaf index is
transferred to an intersection unit 4, which fetches the relevant triangles from memory. If no intersection is found, control
is passed back to the traversal unit which searches the tree further for more candidate leaf nodes.
[0031] If an intersection is determined, the intersection information is sent to a shading unit 5 which shades the pixel,
possibly casting more rays into the scene. In the case of a physics calculation, the process is similar, except instead the
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intersection information is sent to a collision detection unit 6. Furthermore, for collision operations, two intersections are
required, requiring two cycles of the pipeline. Alternatively, two units can perform both intersections in parallel, sharing
a single collision unit.
[0032] The ray generation unit 4 is responsible for determining the origin and direction of each of the rays in the system.
For the purposes of rendering, the system can support primary, secondary and shadow rays. For the purposes of physics
calculations, the unit can generate collision detection rays. Each of these rays requires different logic to produce, and
their formulae are given. A detailed register transfer level diagram is shown in Figure 3. The unit outputs a normalized
ray, which is then passed onto the traversal unit. For the purposes of shading (which will become clear in the shading
unit 5), the information required for the generation of each ray is taken from a ray stack. For different kinds of ray, the
appropriate information appears on the stack for evaluating the various formulae given below.
[0033] The traversal unit 3 is responsible for searching within the acceleration data structure of a specified object to
determine candidate leaf nodes for intersection (region of space where possible ray/triangle intersections occur). In one
embodiment of the system, kd-trees could be used, although in principle any acceleration data structure would be
suitable. Each node of the system would store pointers to its children, its dimensions, its splitting axis and a flag indicating
if it is a leaf node or not. Leaf nodes would instead store a list of triangles.
[0034] The kd-tree traversal described here is performed by keeping track of three values: α, the distance along the
ray at which it enters the subregion; b, the distance along the ray of the exit point, and t the distance along the ray to
this region’s splitting plane. Depending on the relation between these three values it can be determined which nodes
must be traversed. An initial ray/box intersection must occur to obtain initial values for α and b. Thereafter, they can be
quickly derived from their parent node’s values. The decision logic determines whether the system should load the near
sub-tree (LDN), load the far sub-tree (LDF) or load both, placing the far sub-tree on the ray traversal stack. This stack
should not be confused with the ray generation stack. The traversal stack stores sub-trees which possibly require further
investigation. A detailed diagram of the traversal decision logic is shown in Figure 4.
[0035] The traversal unit 3 is coupled with a cache, which allows frequently visited nodes to be stored locally. Coherent
rays (rays which shared a similar origin and direction) will visit largely similar nodes of the tree and thus a cache can
provide faster memory access times.
[0036] The intersection unit 4 is responsible for determining any intersections between a leaf node’s triangles and a
particular ray. The unit employs the efficient triangle intersection algorithm to accomplish this, for example a Moller-
Trumbore algorithm. A detailed diagram of the intersection unit is given below. The input to the unit is a triangle (v0, v1,
v2) and a ray origin (O) and direction (D). The output of the intersection unit is a triangle pointer and a set of three values;
t, u and v. The values (u,v) correspond to the barycentric coordinates of the triangle that is intersected, while the t value
represents the distance along the ray of the intersection. Once the closest intersection is found, this information is sent
to a shading unit. Figure 5 shows a detailed architecture of the intersection unit 4.
[0037] The shading unit 5 is active only when the pipeline is used in rendering mode, and implements a simple Phong
Shading model. In the context of the present invention the term shading refers to how the colour and light intensity at a
point in a scene is determined, which may be influenced by such factors as light source intensity and colour, surface
colour, transparency and reflectivity of the surface. Although the Phong model is used as an example here, other lighting
models could be used while preserving the fundamental idea of the invention.
[0038] A recursive extension to this lighting model that is suitable for ray tracing and allows reflection and refraction
effects to be modelled. The system uses an illumination model can be given by: 

where Ia is the ambient intensity at the point, ka is the ambient reflectivity, Cd is the diffuse colour, kd is the diffuse
reflectivity of the surface, Ip is the intensity of the light source, N is the surface normal, L is the light source vector, Cs
is the specular colour, R is the reflection vector, V is the viewing vector and n is the Phong exponent. S and T are
reflected and transmitted rays respectively. ksS and ktT are calculated by casting reflection and transmission (refraction
rays) through the scene and recursively calculating the formula above. It will be appreciated that other formula can be used.
[0039] The illumination model is essentially a Phong model with added reflection and refraction. The values are then
scaled by ks and kt and added to the final pixel colour. Of course, this recursion can occur an arbitrary number of times,
but is usually capped at a reasonable value (e.g. 3) as the contribution of rays lower down the recursion depth becomes
negligible.
[0040] It will be appreciated that as this is a recursive function, that a recursion step cannot return until the steps below
have returned. To simplify matters, this formula is transformed to an additive calculation. A weight ω is associated with
each ray and these weights are propagated down the tree by successive multiplications of ks and kt. In this way, the
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order in which the rays contribute to the final pixel colour is not important, unlike in the recursive formulation. This greatly
simplifies the design. The contribution of each ray is added successively to a pixel accumulator until all rays have been
processed.
[0041] As the shading unit is only applicable for the purposes of rendering, it must deal with primary, reflection, refraction
and shadow rays. When a primary ray is cast and an intersection is found, only the ambient component is computed
and added to the pixel colour. This is given by the formula: 

[0042] Reflection and refraction rays are treated in the same way, in that shading an intersection of one of these rays
contributes only the ambient illumination to the point. No distinction in fact is made between these rays after ray generation.
Shadow rays are responsible for adding the Phong diffuse and specular components to the pixel. One shadow ray
corresponds to one light source. Thus for each light source, the contribution is: 

[0043] To keep track of the many rays which are spawned at each intersection, a ray stack is maintained. The information
necessary for the generation of secondary and shadow rays is placed on this stack. This differs for each ray.
[0044] Figure 6 describes the form of a stack entry for a reflection ray. The primary ray for the pixel is initially stored
on the ray stack. At the ray generation stage, a new entry is popped off the stack and generated by the ray generation
unit. When this ray reaches the shading stage, it may spawn further rays which are placed onto the stack. This cycle
continues until no more rays are present on the stack, at which stage the final pixel colour has been determined. A
detailed diagram of the shading unit is shown in Figure 7.
[0045] The collision detection unit 6 checks for potential collisions between the objects. A suitable algorithm can be
employed. The input to the collision detection unit is two intersections, one with each object, and the ray used to intersect
them. Based on this information, the angle between the normal vectors and distance along the ray of each intersection
is checked. If both of these tests pass, a collision is flagged. To perform the test, two intersections are required with two
separate objects. The acceleration data structure for the first object is loaded and an intersection cycle is performed. If
an intersection occurs, the acceleration data structure for the second object is loaded and another intersection cycle is
performed. As stated, these intersections could alternatively be performed in parallel. These two intersections are then
fed to the unit for the collision check.
[0046] In order to calculate the exact collision points for one of the objects/bodies, it is necessary to determine the
subset of the vertices of this body which are potentially colliding with the other object of the pair. For each of these
vertices a ray is cast. The ray is generated by taking the inverse of the vertex normal at this point. The ray is cast through
the second body to determine if an intersection occurs. If an intersection occurs, the outward normal on the surface of
the second object at this point is determined. The original ray is then also cast through the first object and an intersection
determined. Then depending on the angle between the two normal vectors derived for each object, and the distances
along the ray of the two intersections, a collision can be determined. As the system is tracing rays through space in
much the same way as ray tracing is used for rendering purposes, similar acceleration data structures can be used.
[0047] It will be appreciated that the invention provides a hardware micro-architecture that allows ray tracing operations
to be performed. It is suitable for, but not limited to, ray tracing for both rendering purposes and physics simulation
purposes.
[0048] The invention provides for any application which requires both physical simulation, and high quality rendering
of such systems. Collision detection is important in such applications as computer aided manufacturing and design,
engineering simulations, video games, robotics simulations and virtual reality applications. These applications require
high quality rendering to visualize the physical simulations, for which ray tracing would be most suitable.
[0049] With respect to computer aided design and manufacturing, the use of collision detection with rendering is
widespread. For instance, in manufacturing, the virtual assembly of products in a simulation environment allows designers
and engineers to manipulate and test products in a realistic manner without the need for construction of an actual
prototype, and at the same time provides all the benefits of such a genuine construction. Such principles have even
been extended to the garment industry, where the simulation and visualization of the physical properties of cloth is used
during the design process. Additionally, collision detection methods are used in various installations (such as the routing
of water, gas and electricity lines in a factory) to insure that no collisions are present in the designs.
[0050] Collision detection and rendering is also of great use in mechanical engineering, such as the simulation of
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manufacturing processes. A typical example would be the simulation of the behaviour of a mechanical assembly lines,
which often operate at high speeds and in which "near miss" collision detection is often very important. Additionally, civil
engineering tools utilise collision detection in virtual construction. Finally, impact engineering simulations utilise rendering,
and particularly collision detection, to a great extent.
[0051] Realistic rendering is also the core of the video games industry, and as video games become more and more
realistic, collision detection in convincing environments has become of increasingly high importance. Such physics
engines include the Havok(TM) physics engine and the open source Bullet physics library. Of course, the movie industry
also relies heavily on such high quality rendering, and such physics engines have also been used in many high profile
motion pictures Virtual robotics simulations involve determining how of a robot navigates and interacts with an environ-
ment. Motivations for such applications include the safety afforded by such virtual simulations as opposed to conducting
a genuine physical testing, especially for high power systems. Clearly, collision detection is at the core of such work.
[0052] Finally, many virtual reality applications could not be realised without the use of high quality rendering and
collision detection together. Virtual reality training environments, such as those employed in the machine tools industry,
allow operators to train in a safe environment before actually working with often very dangerous machinery. Vehicle
simulators, such as driving simulators, are employed for similar reasons. Haptic simulations, such as dental work and
surgical simulations allow students to learn various procedures with no risk to the "patient", and allow a procedure to be
practiced any number of times.
[0053] The embodiments in the invention described with reference to the drawings comprise a computer apparatus
and/or processes performed in a computer apparatus. However, the invention also extends to computer programs,
particularly computer programs stored on or in a carrier adapted to bring the invention into practice. The program may
be in the form of source code, object code, or a code intermediate source and object code, such as in partially compiled
form or in any other form suitable for use in the implementation of the method according to the invention. The carrier
may comprise a storage medium such as ROM, e.g. CD ROM, or magnetic recording medium, e.g. a floppy disk or hard
disk. The carrier may be an electrical or optical signal which may be transmitted via an electrical or an optical cable or
by radio or other means.
[0054] In the specification the terms "comprise, comprises, comprised and comprising" or any variation thereof and
the terms include, includes, included and including" or any variation thereof are considered to be totally interchangeable
and they should all be afforded the widest possible interpretation and vice versa.
[0055] The invention is not limited to the embodiments hereinbefore described but may be varied in both construction
and detail.

Claims

1. A hardware system for performing a plurality of calculations on at least one object in an area, said system comprising:

means for performing ray tracing to determine rays of light that intersect with at least one object to calculate
one or more intersections; and
means for performing collision detection comprising a collision detection unit adapted to receive inputs from at
least two intersections and the determined rays used to intersect to check for potential collisions between
different objects.

2. The hardware system as claimed in claim 1 wherein inputs to the collision detection unit comprises two intersections,
one intersection for each object, such that the angle between the normal vectors and distance along the ray of each
intersection is calculated and a decision is made to determine whether a collision has occurred.

3. The hardware system as claimed in claim 1 or 2 comprising two intersection units wherein the two units perform
both intersection calculations in parallel, and inputs the intersections to the single collision detection unit.

4. The hardware system as claimed in any preceding claim comprising a traversal unit coupled with a cache memory,
said cache memory allows frequently visited nodes to be stored locally to provide faster memory access times.

5. The hardware system as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the intersection unit comprises means for deter-
mining any intersections between a tree leaf node’s triangles and a particular ray.

6. The hardware system as claimed in claim 5 wherein a weight ω is associated with each ray, said weights are
propagated down the tree by successive multiplications such that each ray is added successively to a pixel accu-
mulator until all rays have been processed.
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7. The hardware system as claimed in any preceding claim further comprising a rendering means adapted to receive
intersection information.

8. The hardware system as claimed in claim 7 wherein the rendering means comprises a shading unit.

9. The hardware system as claimed in any preceding claim comprising means to keep track of a plurality of rays at
each intersection by generating a ray stack.

10. The hardware system as claimed in claim 9 comprising means for generating secondary and shadow rays and
storing in said ray stack.

11. The hardware system as claimed in claims 10 wherein said means comprises detecting a ray at a shading stage,
such that further rays are placed onto the stack, until no more rays are present on the stack, so that the final pixel
colour can be determined.

12. A method for performing a plurality of calculations on at least one object in an area in a system, said method
comprising the steps of:

performing ray tracing to determine rays of light that intersect with at least one object to calculate one or more
intersections; and
performing collision detection comprising a collision detection unit adapted to receive inputs from at least two
intersections and the determined rays used to intersect to check for potential collisions between different objects.

13. The method as claimed in claim 12 wherein inputs to the collision detection unit comprises two intersections, one
intersection for each object, such that the angle between the normal vectors and distance along the ray of each
intersection is calculated and a decision is made to determine whether a collision has occurred.

14. The method as claimed in claim 12 or 13 comprising two intersection units wherein the two units, comprising the
steps of performing both intersection calculations in parallel, and inputting the intersections to the single collision
detection unit.

15. The method as claimed in any of claims 12 to 14 comprising the step of coupling a traversal unit with a cache
memory, said cache memory allows frequently visited nodes to be stored locally to provide faster memory access
times.
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